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Ben Stelzer b. 4.19.1922 Jaroslaw, Poland 3 sisters (1 younger), 3 older brothers; rich 
family/cattle & sugar beets farm, exported meat overseas; conservative Jewish home-father 
from Orthodox Jewish family, highly respected in Gentile community; public school/Hebrew 
classes; great life until 1939; witnessing first antisemitism, war breaks out, family flees to 
nearby village then return to farm; Poland divides-Russian side/German side; farm fills with 
Jewish refugees being chased by Germans into Russia; SS invades home, threaten Ben to 
produce their gold, mother challenges, if they execute Ben to execute her, sister faints, SS leave 
but steal Victrola, other items; Russian Army arrive, polite, allow village of 30-40 Jewish families 
to practice religion, 1941 Russia forces family into Russia, provide them with a shack, allow 2 
cows, 2 horses, forced labor in forest cutting wood for Germans, supervised by Ukrainian 
police; June 1942, told would be taken to Latvia for work but heard rumor that trains were 
actually going to crematories; arrival to Pelkinia concentration camp where they had been 
exterminating Russian prisoners–10,000 people were there; Ben shows photo of older sister 
Irene; interview returns to prior forced move, their non-Jewish Polish neighbor had been 
feeding Ben’s entire family; discussion re: _____ [part 1, 00:32:45]; young Poles trained by SS to 
do dirty work, including killing the sick & the “too old to work,” (acc to Ben), their bodies 
thrown into pits used for toilets; Bill & brother taken to forced labor, in leaving, looking back at 
parents, little sister, grandmother, seeing SS corralling people with whips, knowing they were 
walking to their death, later learning they were taken to Belzec, their trains had been filled with 
lime; Ben & brother taken to ____ [part 1, 00:37:00]; small camp 3 miles away; older sister 
Irene’s story – in their village, she had escaped to gentile brother-in-law’s family, survives war; 
Ben returns to discussing Me-Yelitz [?], forced labor as blacksmith, starvation, once able to get 
delicious soup from Polish kitchen, caught, severe beating, told he would be executed; 
Ben/brother flee to house of woman he had told that he was half-Jewish; for 10 days they hide 
in forest during day, nights in woman’s attic; woman writes to Ben’s brother-in-law to rescue 
Ben but later learns brother-in-law went to the wrong village; Ben gets dysentery, woman 
assists recovery with blueberry liquor; meeting Jewish boy who invites Ben to____ ghetto [part 
2, 00:05:00]; next day, SS shoots their Judenrat; Polish Ukrainian police transfer ghetto to 
village____ [part 2, 00:07:25]; Ben/brother return to village where woman further assists, “She 
gave us life,” says Ben; 1942 brother returns to ghetto but encourages Ben to Lvov for papers; 
Ben sees “by the thousands” arriving for Janowska concentration camp; able to reach brother-
in-law who creates false Aryan papers for Ben under name ______ [part 2, 00:11:30]; winter 
1943 work in Lvov/blacksmith; enters medical office, encounters city’s SS echelon, interrogated 
by one but another doesn’t require Ben to remove clothes to disclose Jewish identity, Ben 
credits deceased mother with saving his life; finding work 3 miles from Lvov under a Jewish SS 
who also has Aryan papers; Ben keeps bible & cross on nightstand to perpetuate guise as Polish 
man; forced to stand in freezing cold, Jewish SS saves Ben’s life thwarting a SS suspicious of Ben 
being Jewish, also transfers Ben to safer work unit (3 mo.) where he is fed better ____ [part 2, 
00:21:30]; Ben assigned battalion, given bedroom; 4 mo. serves German-Ukrainian Army 
intelligence, Ben reticently reveals being privy to 15,000 Polish officers killed by Germans at 
Katyn preferring to disclose further info to the UN “before my death,” acc to Ben; assigned 
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head of truck outfit to Hungary - 50-60 horse buggies, food, grenades; into mission, told outfit 
to go on without him & Ben flees into forest; July 1944 liberated by Russians; repercussions 
endured after being outed for serving Germany; says he has knowledge that US assisted 
Germans through a gold transfer via Switzerland, accusation toward President Hoover; 
witnessing 1200 killings of gypsies; closing thoughts on race & religious discriminations. 
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